Dry Aged Standing Rib Roast

Each year for Christmas I make a standing Rib
roast for our dinner. Many would call it Prime
Rib. I however do not use Prime cut. I use
Choice cut as it is much less expensive and
prime cuts are difficult to find. Dry aging the
roast more than makes up for difference in the
cut.
I purchase a four bone roast. I wouldn't use
less then a three bone roast for this process.
Dry aging the beef allows moisture to evaporate
condensing the flavors in the roast. Dry aging
also allows naturally occurring enzymes to
break down connective tissues resulting in a
more tender cut.
I purchased a plastic tote bin from Walgreens
for this process. I turn it upside down and use
the lid as a tray to hold the meat. I tok my drill
and a 1/4 " drill bit and put holes all over the bin
to ensure plenty of ventilation and to endure
nothing unwanted comes in physical contact
with the raw meat.
Remove the roast from all of its wrappings. No
paper or plastic can remain on the meat or it will
spoil. Place it bone side down on the lid of the
bin and cover it with the bin. Place it on the
bottom of your fridge. It is good to have a
thermometer to make sure it stays in the 36 to
48 degree range. Now leave it there
untouched for no less then three up to seven
days. I once aged one for ten days. It was
delicious but it ties up a lot of space.
I recommend that you clean your fridge well
before you age the meat. I disinfect since I don't
want unwanted mold growing. Also this is time
for a new box of backing soda.
You will notice a bit of a funk smell after several
days and that is normal. It means it is working.
When you take it out on the day you roast just
take a very sharp knife and trim off anything
that looks spoiled. I have never needed to do
so but it is normal and not a problem.
On roasting day remove it from the fridge. Trim
off any bad spots and then wipe it down with
canola oil. Then I just liberally salt (kosher) and

pepper (fresh crushed). Cover with the bin, set
it somewhere safe that the dog or cat can not
get to it and let it sit for at least an hour at room
temp.
Use a probe thermometer that has an alarm
and can be read without opening the oven.
Remember low and slow is the best way to
roast this cut. My oven is preheated to 225
degrees. The thermometer alarm is set to 120
degrees. When it hits 120 I crank the oven to
500 degrees for 15 minutes. Remove the roast,
cover with foil and let it rest for twenty to thirty
minutes. Don't pull the thermometer until it is
done resting. When you carve it is easier if
you remove the bones and trim off the big hunk
of fat. The bones are your lunch treat the next
day and the dogs will love the fat trimmings.
Slice no less then 1/2" and serve.

Enjoy.
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